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Abstract. The unified theory of numerical methods, developed by one of the authors 
I1_4],upplies a systematic procedure for constructing algorithms which yield the 
exact values of the function and its derivatives at the nodes. The generality of 
the results is great, since they refer to any ordinary differential equation which 
is linear, subjeted to arbitrary linear boundary conditions. Finite differences 
and collocation schemes, which are presently used, are analized in the light of 
these results. 
As it has been shown [1,21, there are two varia- 
tional orinciples associated with every boundary 
value problem: the first one terms of the 
"prescribed data" and the second one in terms of 
the "sought information". After applying the 
method of weighted residuals, this latter varia- 
tional nrinciole is used to analyze the informa- 
tion contained in any approximate solution. The 
information supplied by an approximate solution 
is made of three parts: the weighted averages in 
the interior of the elements of the partition,the 
complementary boundary values (i.e. that part of 
the boundary values which is not prescribed) and 
the values of the solution and its derivatives on 
the nodes associated with the partition. By 
suitably choosing the test functions, that 
information can be focused on any chosen part. In 
particular, to illustratate the procedure, in 
this paper the information is concentrated on the 
nodes. The algorithms so obtained are finite 
differences. Many alternatives are possible, one 
can choose to solve for the function and its 
derivatives, or for the function alone, or for 
the derivatives alone, or some of this information 
can be obtained at some nodes and a different one 
at sOme others. 
The theory is applied to ordinary differential 
equations of any order and with discontinuous 
coefficients. The results are soecialized to 
second order differential equations. In oarticular 
four algorithms were derived [Jl which yield the 
exact values of the sought information; for each 
one of this algorithms this may be either, the 
values of the solution or its derivative at the 
internal nodes, or both of them; in addition, the 
algorithms may yield the complementary boundary 
values at any one of the two external nodes, at 
will. 
Here we present one of the algorithms; for the 
case when the coefficients are constant. A 
sumnary of the results is given by means of 
tables. 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF ARBITRARY ORDER 
Consider the boundary value problem whichconsists 
in finding ueD.such that 
fu = f, in R = (0,l) (I) 
17 
nns:1ss7-c 
and satisfvina suitable boundarv conditions. Here. 
fa is a prescfibed function in the range 0f.C. For 
definiteness, it is assumed that the sought solu- 
tion is continuous, together with its derivatives 
up to order M-l. 
We choose the region n to be the unit interval 
(091). Let us introduce a oartition ofainto E 
subintervals n,= (x~-~, xu), ~.=l..., E. Here, 
x0 =D while xE=l. Observe that the interior 
boundary r, is made of a finite number of points; 
these are the interior nodes. 
Consider the differential operator: 
&,sg+2a$-t(b+$)u 
the coefficient a,b can be assumed to be C1 in 
every one of the subintervals but may have jmnp 
discontinuities at interior nodes. 
Algorithm 1. The sought information is "the values 
of the function and its derivative" at the nodes. 
The only constraint imoosed on the weightinq 
functions is the condition Q9x= 0; thus, they can 
be fully discontinuous. At every subinterval 
% = (x,-1,x ) there are two linearlv independent 
solutions (6: and 6:) which are taken to be r 
identically 
(B=l,Z), so 
;ero o&ide &. The svsten ($b,...,$gI 
defined, nossesses 2E linearlv 
indeoendent functions and can be shown to be 
T-comolete. It takes the form: 
key- u 
a- a-l 
du 
+ @Yu + k’y -$+ + kly 
du 
aa cl- aa?-= 
-,f,o;>; a=2 ,...,E-1; y = 1,2 (3a) 
l-h, 
cyuc t kyYu, + k, a;;- = 
00 <g,.o;> - +>; 
y = 1,2 (3b) 
y = 1,2 (3c) 
k;: = [d&_1 ; kF= [+)d and ciei(d$)P + 
tiE 
(e" - 
1 
2ae:)09+ (0); CT= -(e:($)l+ (ei-2ae:), 
9:m 
EQUATIONS WITH CONSTANT COEFFICIENT 
Let a and b, in Eq. (2) be constant. Define 
A= 1-1 
The equation 
ctions 9Q is 
to be satisfied by the weighting fun- 
!%"_ 2a -rG 
dx2 
+b@= 0 * d=I , ,..., N 
(4) 
One can distin uish three cases through conditions 
a2-b<O (case 13, a2-b>O (case 2) and a2-b= 0 
(case 3). The algorithms will be applied to each 
one of these three cases. The characteristic ro- 
ots (4) are &+A and a, respectively, for each of 
the three cases. The results of the algorithm 
here presented is given in Tables 1.1-1.3. We 
have written h,=xd- %_I and have identified 
h,? with h,,I . 
TABLE I Sought Information: The Fucntion and its 
Derivative 
Table I.1 ______------------------- 
9y(x)=e a(x-x ) o-1 SinA (X-X=-~) ; ~=l.,.., E ; 
5th IC!I'T 
X,-l <x<xa 
9:(x) = e a(x-x,_l) SinA(X-X0_l+6) ; a=l,..., E ; 
X 
u-1 
<xc x 
L1 
kcl= -A 
ah 
LX- 
kzl=fl e '%inA(6-h ) u 
kc'2 =O ka2= _eaha sinAh 
CL- a a 
k" ~0 k"= - sb e 
ah 
%inAh 
a- G CL 
12 
k 
A kl2 = _e 
ah 
D- 
o- /a a 
%inA(A+hd) 
cl = 6 e‘;'sinA6 c2=eo sinA 
0 0 1 
cl = eahE ( e1 Jb sind(hE-6) - e: sinehE 
1 2 
c2 = e 
ah 
1 
E (e: c SinAhE-e1 sinA(hE+6)1 
1 
Here tg A6 = A/a. 
------------------------- 
Table I.2 
--_---_--- --------------- 
9:(x) = e 
aha_l) 
sinhA(x-x,__,); a=l,...,E ; 
x,_ l<X<Xa 
9: (x) = e 
a(x-xa_l) 
(asinhA(x-xa_I)+AcoshA(x-xP_$; 
a = l,..., E ; x <x<x 
a-l 0 
ah 
ka' = _ A kal I e 
(I- a 
‘IAcoshAho- asinhAhoI 
ah 
ko2 = 0 ko2 = -e asinhAh 
Cl- CL a 
ah 
k” = ,, k" = -be %.inhAh 
c1- 0 a 
ah 
k's = A kl2 = _e 
(I- a 
a(AcoshAh~+ asinhAho) 
CA =eiA ; c'o = ep A 
cl =e 
ahE 
1 
(ei(asinhAhE- AcoshAhE)-e: sinhAhE) 
c: =e 
ahE (ei bsinhAhE - e: ( asinhAhE+acoshAhE)) 
_____-------------------- 
Table I.3 
________----------------- 
;E; (x) = (x-x~_~) e 
a(x-x,_l) 
; a = l,..., E ; 
X a-l <x-z x u 
ko’ = -1 k”l = (l-ahcl) e ahca 
0- a 
ko2 = 0 ko2 = _h e aha 
cl- a a 
k” = 0 kll 5 _a2h e aha 
Cl- 0 a 
k’2 5 1 
a- 
k12 = -(ahat 1) 
CL 
cl =e: 
0 
cfj = e" 
1 
c: = ei(ahE-1)e 
ahE -e:hEe ahE 
e aha 
; c:=e1a2h e ahE 
2 E 
- 
e:(ahE + 1)e 
ahE 
-_----___---___-__------- 
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